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The College at Brockport Saves Valuable Regional Research

Studies on Water Resources of New York State and the Great Lakes collection of Digital Commons @Brockport was recently featured this summer in the DC Telegraph.

Digital Commons @Brockport was recently featured in the blog, the DC Telegraph for their Studies on Water Resources of New York State and the Great Lakes collection. It was cited as an example of institutional repositories being used to connect with the global community.

This collection is a collaborative effort of Digital Commons with Dr. Joseph Makarewicz of the Department of Environmental Science and Biology. The Water Resources collection showcases research articles, government documents, community newsletters, a historical database, and technical reports (formerly only in print form in the library)—much of which was previously unpublished gray literature.

Documents from the collection have been downloaded more than 1600 times in the past five months, by visitors from 28 countries.

If you would like to find out more about Digital Commons@Brockport, please contact Kim Myers.
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